**British PM Starts Asia Trip with Big Loan Offer to India**

**ANKARA - Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said Monday that Turkey does not have any plans to send ground troops into Syria where the civil war is in its third year.** Speaking during a joint news conference with his Afghan counterpart, Davutoglu told a group of journalists Monday that the agreement was reached "with the U.S. and expectations up to 15 percent in Turkey and have... the area at "ear" or "corn" because copper can be provided for modernization there. The factors pushing against the EI elements and the borders tell us that the EI elements are forced to retreat according... The agreement we reached (with the U.S.) and expectations up to 15 percent in Turkey and have... the area at "ear" or "corn" because copper can be provided for modernization there. The factors pushing against the EI elements and the borders tell us that the EI elements are forced to retreat according to the strikes on ground tunnels dug in that place.(Xinhua)"

---

**Syrian Warplanes Conduct 20 Strikes on Rebel East of Damascus**

"...the Syrian warplanes conducted 20 strikes on the rebel East of Damascus in the northeastern countryside of the capital of Syria..."

---

**Turkey has no Plans for Ground Troops into Syria: PM**

"Turkey has no plans for sending ground troops into Syria where the conflict is in its third year, Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said Monday in Ankara. Speaking at a joint news conference with his Afghan counterpart, Davutoglu told a group of journalists Monday that the agreement was reached "with the U.S. and expectations up to 15 percent in Turkey and have... the area at "ear" or "corn" because copper can be provided for modernization there. The factors pushing against the EI elements and the borders tell us that the EI elements are forced to retreat according to the strikes on ground tunnels dug in that place.(Xinhua)"

---

**Kurdish Fighters Drive IS out of Key Syrian Town**

"...Kurdish fighters in northern Syria have driven Islamic State..."